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We have developed a novel method for generating pure pair plasma which consists of positive- and
negative-charged particles with an equal mass. The pair-ion plasma without electrons is generated using
fullerene as an ion source through the processes of hollow-electron-beam impact ionization, electron
attachment, preferential radial diffusion of ions, and resultant electron separation in an axial magnetic
field. Basic characteristics of this plasma are discussed in terms of the differences from ordinary
electron-ion plasmas, such as a phenomenon in the absence of sheath and potential structure formation.
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stored at densities of more than 10 cm . A comprehen-
sive analysis of the elementary properties of pair plas-

grid is set in front of the cathode and the distance
between the cathode and the grid can be minutely
Ordinary plasmas consist of electrons and positive
ions, and the mass difference between negative- and
positive-charged particles essentially causes temporal
and spatial varieties of collective plasma phenomena. If
several species of ions exist in plasmas, phenomena in the
plasma are diversified and become complicated. It has
widely been recognized that plasmas containing dust or
fine particles are a subject of intensive study in various
fields of physics and engineering such as space astrophys-
ics [1,2], plasma physics [3], plasma-aided manufac-
turing [4,5], and fusion technology [6,7]. The dust or
fine particles are negatively charged in low-temperature
plasmas. The plasmas including massive negative ions
with mass much heavier than that of positive ions are
confirmed to exist in many natural and technological
settings. The negative-ion plasmas have been generated
in laboratories by various methods in order to investi-
gate wave and instability phenomena [8–10]. Also the
electron-free plasma consisting of negative and positive
ions (I� and Tl�) with an unequal mass was produced by
photodissociation of molecular TlI and confined in a Paul
rf quadrupole electric field [11].

On the other hand, contrary to the trend of the re-
search mentioned above, pair plasmas consisting of
only positive- and negative-charged particles with an
equal mass have been investigated experimentally [12–
14] and theoretically [15]. In pair plasmas, such as an
electron-positron plasma, attention has been focused
largely on the relativistic and/or nonrelativistic regime,
since such plasmas are thought to be generated naturally
under certain astrophysical conditions. Pair plasmas rep-
resent a new state of matter with unique thermodynamic
property drastically different from ordinary plasmas. A
number of experimental approaches have been pro-
posed for studying electron-positron plasmas in the
laboratory. The electron-positron plasma is experimen-
tally generated by injecting a low-energy electron
beam into the positron plasma which is obtained by
scattering from a buffer gas into a Penning trap and
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mas, linear-, and nonlinear-collective plasma modes was
theoretically developed [16] and the experimental identi-
fication is desired to be performed. However, pair anni-
hilation can take place in two-body collisions and via
positronium atom formation. It is necessary for long-
time-scale plasma physics experiments to meet the con-
dition that the annihilation time scale is many orders of
magnitude larger than the plasma period. In order to
maintain a steady state plasma over such long times the
pairs are needed to be created prolifically to balance the
annihilation rate because they annihilate on short time
scales (10�14–10�11 cm3 s�1). Thus, it is not easy to gen-
erate and maintain the electron-positron plasma, and
therefore our attention is concentrated on the easy and
steady state generation of a pair-ion plasma consisting of
positive and negative ions with an equal mass.

According to our previous work on the generation of an
alkali-fullerene plasma (K�, e�, C�

60) by introducing a
fullerene into a potassium plasma [17,18], fullerenes are
adopted as a candidate for the ion source in order to
realize the pair-ion plasma, based on the fact that the
interaction of electrons with the fullerenes leads to the
production of both negative [19,20] and positive [21,22]
ions. In this Letter, we describe an experiment which has
achieved the steady state generation of the pair-ion
plasma using the fullerenes.

A conventional dc discharge plasma source with a
vacuum chamber of 15.7 cm in diameter and 260 cm in
length is modified to function as a pair-ion plasma source
with ion species of fullerenes, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. A uniform magnetic field of B � 0:3 T is applied
by solenoid coils and the background gas pressure is 2 �
10�4 Pa. A copper cylinder (10 cm in diameter and 30 cm
in length) with a copper annulus (inner diameter 3 cm,
outer diameter 10 cm, and 0.1 cm in thickness) is fixed in-
side a cylindrical ceramic furnace and heated to 500 �C.
A ceramic cathode of a 10-cm-diam LaB6 disk at
z � 0 cm is radiatively heated from behind to approxi-
mately 1500 �C by a tungsten wire heater. A grounded
2003 The American Physical Society 205005-1



FIG. 2. (a) Characteristic of C60 discharge depending on
electron-beam energy. (b) Typical current-voltage character-
istic of Langmuir probe is displayed (electron energy: 100 eV).

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. An
electron beam for ionization takes the form of a hollow tube.
Pure pair-ion plasma using a fullerene (C�

60, C�
60) is generated

by electron-impact ionization, electron attachment, and pref-
erential diffusion of ions.
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adjusted in the range less than 1 cm. The cathode is biased
at a voltage Vk with respect to the ground. Low-energy
electrons (�0:1 eV), thermionically emitted from the
cathode, are accelerated by an electric field between
the cathode and the grid, forming an electron beam.
The electron-beam energy can be controlled in the
range of 0–150 eV with an accuracy of 0.1 eV by chang-
ing Vk. A stainless-steel disk (6 cm in diameter) is in-
stalled on the grid; therefore the shape of the electron
beam becomes a hollow tube. The hollow electron beam
flows along magnetic field lines and is terminated at the
annulus. The copper cylinder is grounded and the annulus
can be independently biased at a voltage Vcy. The cham-
ber wall is grounded and the end plate is kept at a floating
potential. For analytic convenience, the whole space of
this plasma source is divided into three regions. The
electron-beam region is called region (I) as a fullerene-
ion production region. The cylinder and the ceramic
furnace have a hole (3 cm in diameter) on the sidewall
and an oven for fullerene sublimation is set there. A
fullerene sample, which is commercially available C60

powder of 99.5% purity, is heated in the oven. Typical
oven temperatures under operating conditions range be-
tween 400 and 600 �C. The fullerene vapor produced as a
result of sublimation is effused through a 0.3-cm-diam
hole under molecular flow conditions, filling region (I).

The attachment cross-section function for the produc-
tion of C�

60 has been determined as a function of elec-
tron energy. Free-electron attachment occurs over a
very broad-energy range, extending to 12 eV. The at-
tachment cross-section curve for the reaction C60 �
e� ! C�

60, 
�C�
60	, exhibits a distinct low-energy thresh-

old (�0:15 eV). The cross-section value is 
�C�
60	 �

100 � 10�24 cm2 at 0.5 eV. The ionization cross-section
curve for the reaction C60 � e� ! C�

60 � 2e�, 
�C�
60	,

does not show any precipitous structure. The cross-section
value is 
�C�

60	 � 25 � 10�24 cm2 at 100 eV. The
electron-impact ionization of C60 gives rise to a variety
of different ions, including stable parent ions, stable frag-
ment ions, and metastable parent or fragment ions. The
electron energy dependence of the production of singly
and multiply charged parent and fragment ions has been
205005-2
investigated. When C�
60 are produced by the electron-

impact ionization, low-energy electrons are simultane-
ously produced in connection with the process and they
contribute to produce negative ions. Negative ions pro-
duced by the electron attachment are singly charged due
to the size, and the process is simple compared with the
electron-impact ionization. It is a key in producing con-
currently C�

60 and C�
60 that C60 has a feature of the electron

attachment over the broad-energy range. Charged-
particle gyroradii are in proportion to

�����������

mass
p

=charge
ratio. The gyroradii of C�

60 and C�
60 are larger than those

of e�, C2�
60 , C3�

60 , C�
58, C�

56, etc., if their kinetic energies
perpendicular to the B-field lines are the same. The gyro-
radius ratio �C�

60
=�e� is especially high (’1100). A pref-

erential diffusion of C�
60 and C�

60 can take place in the
radial (r) direction across the B-field lines due to their
large gyroradii, i.e., a magnetic-filtering effect. Only C�

60
and C�

60 are expected to exist in region (II) behind the
electron-shield disk because the production rates of the
other ions are much lower and their gyroradii are smaller.
C�

60 and C�
60 flow along the B-field lines and pass through

the annular hole. Thus, the electron-free pair-ion plasma
(C�

60, C�
60) generation is attained in region (III) down-

stream from the annulus. Plasma parameters in re-
gion (III) are measured by Langmuir probes, collectors
of which are prevented from contamination of C60.

The generation property of the pair-ion plasma depend-
ing on the electron-beam energy is measured at r � 0 cm
and z � 65 cm for Vcy � 0 V, as shown in Fig. 2(a). I�
and I� are the Langmuir-probe saturation currents of
C�

60 and C�
60, which are collected for �50 and 50 V of

the probe voltages Vp applied with respect to the ground,
respectively. The saturation currents are considered to be
in proportion to the plasma density. �f is the floating
potential of the probe. A typical current (Ip)-voltage (Vp)
(solid line) and differentiated (dIp=dVp, dotted line)
characteristics of the probe are displayed in Fig. 2(b) for
the electron-beam energy of 100 eV. When the electron-
beam energy increases and exceeds a threshold (>30 eV)
in Fig. 2(a), the saturation currents begin to increase, i.e.,
the pair-ion plasma begins to be generated. The plasma
density gradually increases, almost saturates around 70 eV,
and attains to 2 � 107 cm�3 at 100 eV. The temperature of
C�

60 (T�) increases in proportion to the electron-beam
205005-2
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energy up to 1.5 eV at 100 eV. The floating potential is
measured to be slightly positive (>90 eV) because the
temperature of C�

60 becomes slightly higher than that of
C�

60 (T�). As seen in Fig. 2(b), the Ip-Vp characteristic is
symmetrical with respect to the ground voltage and the
zero current. Vp yielding a peak of the differential profile
indicates the plasma potential and almost coincides with
the floating potential. Since the plasma potential is almost
0 V which is equal to the potential of the grid and
annulus, it can be said that there is no axial potential
structure in the plasma and even a sheath is not formed in
front of the boundary layer such as a plasma end plate
interface. And the positive and negative saturation cur-
rents of the characteristic are shown to be approximately
equal. If electrons measurably exist in the plasma, the
negative current would be bigger than the positive cur-
rent, and the sheath would be formed. Thus the existence
of electrons in the pair-ion plasma can be negligible.

In order to know what kind of ions exist in the pair-ion
plasma, ion species are analyzed by using an omegatron
analyzer [23] in a strong magnetic field which is applied
by superconducting coils. Since two collectors are set in
the analyzer, the surfaces of which are faced in the
opposite direction perpendicular to the B-field lines, the
collector currents of positive and negative ions can easily
be distinguished because the gyration directions of both
the ions are absolutely opposite. The collector current of
the analyzer is plotted (not shown) as a function of
frequency of radio-frequency electric field applied for
cyclotron acceleration. This frequency spectrum has a
clear peak. A dependence of the frequency giving the
peak on the magnetic field (B � 1–1:6 T) shows a good
agreement with predicted values of the cyclotron fre-
quency for C�

60 or C�
60 (!c=2� � 21:3 kHz for B � 1 T).

It is to be noted that no other peaks except the C60 peaks
are observed in the spectra. Thus, we can conclude that
positive and negative ions in the pair-ion plasma are C�

60
and C�

60, not C2�
60 and C2�

60 , etc.
The spatial distribution of the probe-saturation current

of positive ions (I�) is measured in region (III) and
described on a two-dimensional (r-z) plane as shown in
Fig. 3, indicating the spatial variation of the plasma
density. Since the distribution of I� is almost the same
as that of I�, I� is not shown here. The ions rapidly dif-
FIG. 3. Spatial (axial-radial) profile of pair-ion plasma den-
sity in the downstream region from the annulus.
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fuse and the plasma diameter becomes larger than the
annular-hole diameter of 3 cm. The radial profile of the
plasma density is Gaussian and the density at r � 0 cm on
the axis decreases gradually toward the region down-
stream from the annular hole because of the radially
outward diffusion across the B-field lines. The density
gradient on the axis is �4:5 � 105 cm�4 and the density
becomes half per �z � 22 cm. Typical plasma parame-
ters in the pair-ion plasma [B � 0:3 T, T � T� � T� �
1:5 eV (isotropy), n � n� � n� � 2 � 107 cm�3] are
obtained as follows: the pair-ion plasma frequency
!pp=2� � �!2

p� �!2
p�	

1=2=2� � �2ne2="0m	1=2=2� �
49:6 kHz, the cyclotron frequency !c=2� � 6:4 kHz, the
Debye length �D � �"0kBT=e2n	1=2 � 2 � 10�3 m, and
the gyroradius �L � v?=!c � 1:6 � 10�2 m, where "0

is the permittivity of free space, m � m� � m� is the
mass of the ions, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The
ions can easily diffuse because the applied magnetic field
is weak for this pair-ion plasma (!c=!pp � 0:13), where
the gyroradius is larger than the Debye length (�L=�D �
8) and comparable to the plasma radius (inner diameter of
the annulus is 3 cm), and the finite-Larmor-radius effect
can no longer be neglected. The density nonuniformity is
reduced to a considerable extent using a thick annulus
(0:1 ! 4 cm), which in advance prevents the ions with
the larger Larmor diameter from flowing downstream.
Besides the application of a strong magnetic field in the
range of tesla could be very effective to greatly reduce the
density nonuniformity. The dominant reason for the den-
sity decrement is the diffusion, but the pair annihilation
is considered to be also related. In an electron-positron
plasma, the pair annihilation (e� � e� ! 2�; 3�; . . . )
can take place. The pair-annihilation processes are of
particular importance in astrophysics since the � rays
produced give a clear signature of the presence of posi-
trons. The electron-positron plasma survives sufficiently
long for many pair-plasma oscillations before it annihi-
lates. In our pair-ion plasma, pair-ion annihilation proba-
bly takes place: C�

60 � C�
60 ! 2C60 (neutralization) and

C�
60 � C�

60 ! C120 (dimerization). Especially in the case
of C60 dimerization, the C60 dimer has acquired an inter-
est from the standpoint of applications to nanoscale mag-
netic materials [24]. There have been many reports on the
synthesis of C60 dimers using various kinds of methods:
photoirradiation, high pressure and temperature, and
mechanochemical reaction. For instance, the dumbbell-
shaped dimer C120 can be synthesized by a solid-state
mechanochemical reaction of C60 with potassium cyanide
(KCN) [25]. The pair-ion plasma is expected to be used
for the synthesis of the dimers directly from carbon
allotropes. This method is quite different from current
ones, accompanied by stepwise procedures in solid- or
solution-phase reactions using catalysts or nonallotropic
fullerene derivatives.

In addition to the basic physical interest, the study of
collective modes in the pair-ion plasma is of importance
from the diagnostic point of view, since the observation of
205005-3



FIG. 4. (a) Pair-ion plasma density depending on electron-
beam energy and annulus bias: voltage Vcy. (b) Positive-ion
saturation current vs Vcy (electron energy: 100 eV).
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propagation characteristics of the modes is used to deter-
mine precisely the plasma parameters. A comprehensive
two-fluid model has been developed for collective-mode
analyses in electron-positron plasmas, and longitudinal
and transverse electrostatic and electromagnetic modes
have been studied. The longitudinal collective modes are
analogous to those in the ordinary electron-ion plasmas.
On the other hand, the transverse collective modes in the
presence of a magnetic field are quite different from those
in the ordinary plasmas, for instance, the whistler mode
does not exist. The I� distribution as functions of the
annulus bias voltage Vcy and the electron-beam energy is
shown in Fig. 4(a). At each electron-beam energy, I� is
measured in the range between Vcy � �30 and 30 V. The
darkness is in proportion to the intensity of I� (plasma
density). Figure 4(b) gives a typical I� profile depending
on Vcy at the beam energy of 100 eV. The results indicate
that the plasma density decreases drastically for jVcyj >
0 V at any electron energy. This means that the density
modulation (fluctuation) can be generated (excited) with-
out using a grid immersed inside the plasma cross section,
which disturbs the plasma condition, when Vcy is changed
temporally. Thus, longitudinal-electrostatic modes will
be easily measured in the pair-ion plasma since the den-
sity and the temperature are relatively low.

In summary, the generation of a pair-ion plasma,
consisting of positive and negative ions with the equal
mass without electrons, is performed using a hollow
electron beam in a magnetic field, where electron-impact
ionization and electron attachment play a key role. C60

with a stable cage is used as an ion source because it is
easily charged positively (C�

60) and negatively (C�
60). A

magnetic-filtering effect is used for the separation of
electrons and the ions. In the pair-ion plasma, potential
structures including sheaths are not formed and the ions
rapidly diffuse across the B-field lines. This pair-ion
plasma could be useful for the synthesis of C60 dimers
and the investigation of linear and nonlinear behaviors of
collective modes.
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